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Some remarks on research in a training school
for future researchers

What is your objective with research?

 research career
highly important to achieve publications in high-ranking publications

 chose your supervisor well (ambitious, connected, safe position)
 chose your subject well (not over-researched, promising idea, sufficient Ns feasible)

 Obtaining a PhD and subsequently a good clinical or institutional position
 important to reach your thesis with appropriate effort

 chose your supervisor well (not too ambitious, probably available within next years)(how important
is my work for my supervisor‘s career?)

 chose your subject well (to get published in any journal, overseeable workload)



Avoid…

• unclear objectives (begin data recording, find objective later in the data)
• studies with too small or too heterogeneous samples (difficult to publish)
• overresearched objectives (e.g. aggressive behaviour on psychiatric wards)
• weaknesses in study design and methods that cannot be fixed later (e.g. 

sample selection procedures, managing dropouts)
• starting with an idea without reviewing existing literature
• designing research along your working conditions instead of research gaps

Very rewarding to make many thoughts and discussions on study designs in 
advance! 



How do you determine risk?

• Risk of violence?

• Risk of coercion?

• For which setting is your instrument valid?
• Community?

• Hospital?

• Specialised ward?

• Self-constructed (or innovative) risk assessment instrument or

• validated scale



Risk assessment - why?

• Forensic psychiatry: one of core duties: Assessing of future risk in the
community in the case of discharge

• Clinical Psychiatry: Assessing and management of violence risk in 
clinical settings



No prediction can be perfect: False negatives 
and false positives

Threshold of determining a risk
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Typical AUC Graph

Fazel et al. 2021



• 2010: 40 reviews and meta-analyses
comprising 2.232 studies

• 126 risk assessment tools
• No one consistently better than any other





Conclusion: More accurate instruments needed





Whittington et al. 2013

• Searched 19 bibliographical databases 2002-2008

• found 959 studies

• over 300.00 people assessed

• ca. 150 new studies per year

• several hundred tools, 11 used in > 25 studies











N = 409, discharge from medium security wards into the community, follow-up serious
violence 6mths/12 mths (14.5 % / 12 %)







• Assessment without impact on outcome (independence!)
• Predictive results rather poor



Risk assessment in clinical settings

To obtain similar conditions as in community studies,
• Risk assessment should be done by researchers independent from treatment

• Clinicians should be blind to the results of risk assessment

• Clinicians should be incapable to do their own inherent risk assessment and
to act accordingly

never happens in the real world!



Instead…
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The resulting dilemma of risk assessment in 
clinical settings

• risk not realized good clinical management prediction failed

• risk realized good prediction clinical management failed

Good research idea to improve risk assessment in 
clinical settings?





• automated analyses of clinical notes in two hospitals in > 3.000 
admissions

• prediction of violence (OAS) in the next four weeks

• AUC .79 and .76, respectively

• using the model for the other site: AUC .72 and .64, respectively









AUC for tools assessing imminent violence
risk (BVC, DASA, each 3 studies)

AUC for tool assessing longer-term risks



N=89, prospective, multiple assessments





AUC 0.77
AUC without dynamic risk score 0.75
= only minimally worse than using only

female sex and age as predicting variables



Risk assessment combined with intervention
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Effects of systematic risk assessment on in-patients aggression and coercive
measures

Abderhalden et al. British Journal of Psychiatry 2008

Einbezogene 
Aktustationen

N = 86

in Studie einbezogen
N = 14

randomisiert 
N = 9

Interventionsgruppe 
N = 4 Stationen

3 Monate baseline-
Erhebung

3 Monate 
Intervention

Kontrollgruppe
N = 5 Stationen

3 Monate baseline-
Erhebung

3 Monate 
Intervention

Einführung ohne 
Randomisierung

N=5

3 Monate baseline-
Erhebung

3 Monate 
Intervention

41 % Reduction severe aggressive 
behaviour

27 % Reduction S&R





Results (vs. control wards)

• Time in seclusion – 45 %

• Number of seclusions n.s.

• % patients with seclusion n.s.

• Number of aggessive incidents -68 %

• Number of patients with aggressive incidents -50 %

Discussion: earlier assessment of reduced risk
during seclusion?



Psychiatric Services 2021 (two psychiatric wards)





Conclusions

• Risk prediction and risk assessment tools: exhaustive research
• AUC > 0.75 for inherent reasons not achievable (except for very short-term 

predictions)

• Actuarial variables have better predictive validity than clinical ones (even if all 
clinicians believe the opposite)

• Plenty research on risk of violence, little on risk of coercion up to now
• Coercion rather used as a secondary outcome

• Innovative research:
• Use new techniques

• Combine assessment with intervention


